Call for practitioners and theorists in residence
c/o SuperOtium

This call is reserved to all practitioners and theorists interested in
discovering Napoli and develop a research or a project in the feld of art,
culture, archeology, design, music and creativity. There are no restrictions
of age, nationality or qualifcation for applying to this call. Due to space
limitations, applications from groups of more than 2 people or collectives
will not be accepted.
The intent of the call is to promote mobility for the practitioners and
theorist and to stimulate the creation of new projects and ideas based on
the collaboration among people active in Neaples and people from
abroad. Please have a look to our statement here.
Once a month we will select one or more of the applicants to be hosted
at SuperOtium with a special price (from the 75% to the 20% of the
rooms' regular prices). The price for the stay will be defned on the basis of
the project/research and number of nights (for a minimum of 5 nights
and a maximum of 3 weeks).
The price will includes stay, local taxes, breakfast, the using of the space
(compatibly with our accommodation services) as studio and our support
to get in touch with local institutions, artists, curators, universities, art and
creative spaces, independent organizations, manufacturers, etc…
Beside the cost for staying we will also ask to the applicants to leave a
sign of their stay (an artwork to be exhibited at our home gallery, a talk to
present the project, etc…).
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To apply candidates must fll all the felds of the form on our website
including:
- a briefy description of why Naples interests their research;
- a briefy description of the project/research idea;
- a briefy description of how they will use their time while in residence;
- the dates selected for the residency;
- a motivation letter of max one page where also point out the possible
“signs” of their stay;
- their portfolio or CV;
- 3 images representing their idea (because sometimes images are better
than words).
An evaluation committee will be set up to assess all the documents and
materials received and possibly invite the candidates deemed eligible for
an in-depth interview.
SuperOtium reserves the opportunity to invite hosted artists and curators
to attend meetings, talks, debates and lectures.
The Committee and SuperOtium reserves the right to present a
counterproposal regarding alternative dates and or to refuse any
applications on their’s own discretion.
Any decision of the Committee is fnal.
For any further information: project@superotium.it
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